
THE HOPE TRAIL
Coming in 2017!  Let’s build this together!

303-717-8372
info@guidedhope.org



What is the Hope Trail?
Multiple educational and fun stations which will be 
built along an on-site “trail” to enjoy on foot or on 
horseback.   It will benefit children and families in 

our community that are guests of our Guided Hope 
Roundup programs.  

We will partner with professionals, clubs, churches, 
scouts, 4-Hers, sports teams, and others to share the 

opportunity to inspire service in our community.     



WHAT DO WE NEED?

February - March:  Materials.  Contact us for supply 
needs or see our website Hope Trail Supplies blogpost 
for details.

April - May:  Construction, Gardening, Painting, etc.  
We are scheduling volunteers for help on Saturdays (9 
a.m. - 5 p.m.) and Sunday afternoons (2 p.m.- 5 p.m.) 
to complete the build!

June:  We open June 10th!

Contact:  Brooke Danner at info@guidedhope.org or 
303-717-8372.



HITCHING POST

A safe spot to tie up 
before or after the trail 
for a time to talk about 
the activities.  Guests 
will learn how to tie 
“quick-release” knots for 
ranch safety purposes.



Artists, welcome!  Here are some visual examples of our 
birdhouse design. We’ll be combining the artistry and 
functionality of the two different houses.   Colorful and 

handmade, they will add creativity and beauty to the Trail.  
Hidden “treasures” or encouraging notes from volunteers or 

parents will be planted in advance of their child’s ride :) 

BIRDHOUSE STATION



THE BRIDGE 

A sketch of the “bridge.” It is intended to mimic the feel of 
crossing a bridge, but is a safe distance from the ground. The 
frame is railroad ties and the center is either filled with dirt or 

wooden planks across the top.  



TUNNEL STATION

A rough sketch of the tunnel, designed to mimic the pergola style.  The 
bridge and tunnel encourage trust and skill as guests navigate their way. 



HEALTH & HUSBANDRY 
STATION

Animal care requires knowledge of animal health, animal and 
human nutrition, the environment and finances.  This station 
shares the basics of raising a small flock or herd of livestock 
and walks guests through information on raising a self-
sufficient egg, and/or meat enterprise in town or in the country. 



MUSIC & NOODLE 
STATION

Imagine these chimes between 
2 trees or utility poles.

Walking or riding through a sea of colorful swim 
noodles, cow bells, triangles, chimes, and other 
instruments will give guests an interactive experience 
of fun as well as physical coordination as they bend 
and reach from a horse to play.

Toolbox glockenspiel hanging vertically 
to be played from horseback. 



FUN FACTS STATION

This station educates guests through an interactive game on the basics biographies of our 
resident animals including their species, breeds, life cycles, and interesting facts. This station is 

meant to be a matching game. Guests are given a few clay tiles that have fun facts written on 
them. They then get to try and match them under the correct animal!

Fun Facts

Biography



MAZE STATION

This station encourages trust and skill as 
guests navigate their way.  It encourages 
a sense of accomplishment as they 
complete it with their parent, Wrangler, 
and horse and can be adapted daily for 
various skill levels.



BASKETBALL & ROPING 
STATION

Shooting hoops and roping a “calf” on the ground or 
from a horse encourages physical activity and skill 
development.  Volunteers can also educate guests on 
animal health as they talk about the history of ranch 
roping.



GARDEN OF REST

Many guests, (especially 
moms!) relish the opportunity 
to find a place of rest on the 
ranch.   This is a dedicated 
area to sit, listen, observe, and 
have a moment of stillness in 
God’s creation.  Our vision is 
a country swing surrounded 
by a variety of plants with a 
view of the mountains to the 
west.



TENTATIVE STATION 
LOCATIONS

Here’s a rough sketch of where 
we will tentatively place the 

stations along the trail in our 
northwest “forest” and clubhouse 

area.  
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